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Abstract 
In the absence of termination, confluence of rewriting systems is often hard to establish. The 
class of orthogonal rewriting systems is the main class of not-necessarily-terminating, but con- 
fluent rewriting systems. The reason why confluence holds in orthogonal rewriting systems is the 
absence of the so-called critical pairs, making that rewrite steps never interfere (in a destructive 
way) with one another. We discuss some ways to adapt the conjfuence by orthogonality proof 
method to rewriting systems having ‘innocent’ critical pairs. Confluence results are obtained 
for lambda calculus with beta, eta and omega rules, lambda calculi with restricted expansion 
rules and for (first- and higher-order) term rewriting systems for which all critical pairs are 
development closed. 
1. Introduction 
Suppose one starts computing the value of some expression. If at some computa- 
tion stage there is a choice how to compute further, but it is possible to extend every 
chosen pair of computations from that point, to computations to a point of confluence, 
the computation system is called conjluent. If computations always terminate, checking 
confluence is decidable, by checking all the so-called critical pairs between the compu- 
tation rules for confluence (cf. [26,40]). However, if computations may not terminate, 
confluence is undecidable. 
The main positive confluence results for not-necessarily-terminating rewriting systems 
were established for systems in which rewrite steps never interfere with one another, 
e.g. Curry’s combinatory logic [13] and Church’s AZ-calculus [lo]. Note however, that 
although steps do not interfere, they might discard or copy (cancel or duplicate in [ 141) 
each other, and the latter fact makes that an ordinary structural induction on terms fails 
for proving confluence. In the case of U-calculus, the key notion needed for a proof 
by induction was found by Church and Rosser to be a sequence of contractions on 
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the parts [ 11, p. 4751 of a term, nowadays known as a development (cf. [6, Definition 
11.2.1 l] or [22, Axiom 01). Since then, the proof method based on developments 
has been studied extensively, leading to many Church-Rosser (confluence) theorems 
for what are nowadays called orthogonal rewriting systems. Among those there are 
rewriting systems having a more abstract syntax (e.g. [25,34]), but also systems having 
a more elaborate syntax (e.g. [49,2,32,30,39,42,48]). 
In this paper we are interested in rewriting systems where the confluence by orthog- 
onality method does not apply directly, i.e. where an additional twist is needed to get 
confluence. Some results in this area are confluence of @y-calculus [14, p. 1371, of 
linear strongly closed and of parallel closed first-order term rewriting systems [26,54], 
and of weakly orthogonal higher-order rewriting systems [45]. We present confluence 
proofs for three further (classes of) rewriting systems, viz. 
(i) Lambda calculus with beta, eta and Omega rules [6, Section 15.21, 
(ii) Lambda calculi with restricted expansion rules, for example, ’ 
wp(aWx.JW)), Y) +betaX(Y) 
where the expansion rule GG is subject to the restriction that no beta-redexes may be 
created by it. 
(iii) Left-linear higher-order term rewriting systems where all critical pairs (cf. 
[26,40]) are development closed, i.e. for every critical pair (s, t), t can be obtained 
from s by a development s - t. 
The first reproves the confluence result in [6, Ch. 15.21, the second reproves 
several confluence results in the literature for lambda calculi with expansion rules 
[3, 12, 17, 16, 181, and the third generalises the confluence results for parallel-closed 
first-order term rewriting systems in [26,54] and extends them to the higher-order 
term rewriting case at the same time. We would like to stress however, that our main 
interest is in proving these results by adaptations of the confluence by orthogonality 
method. 
The results we present can be conveniently expressed in any of the higher-order 
term rewriting formats available, e.g. either in combinatory reduction systems (CRSs 
[32,33]), in expression reduction systems (ERSs [29]), or in higher-order term rewriting 
systems (HRSs/PRSs [40,37]), or in the HORS-format ([42,48]). The most important 
reason why we have chosen to stick to PRSs is that the notions we will rely on like 
matching, unification, critical pairs and orthogonality have been thoroughly studied for 
them in literature [35,40,39,42,37,46,41,48]. 2 
We start with recapitulating the rewriting essentials needed in this paper. The next 
three sections (Sections 3-5) are then devoted to the three adaptations mentioned above. 
’ These are just the usual beta reduction ((kM)N - M[x := N]) and restricted eta expansion (A4 + 
kMx) rules (cf. [3]) using higher-order notation. The side-condition ‘x does not occur in X’ on eta is 
intemalised in this formulation. 
’ This is another way of saying that the paper is not self-contained. 
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2. Rewriting 
For standard rewriting no(ta)tions we refer to [15,31], for the syntax and semantics 
of the lambda calculus to [6]. 
Definition 1 (ARS). An abstract rewriting system (ARS) --f is a binary relation on 
some set (a, b E)A. 
On top of common binary (infix) relation notation, we assume some special rewriting 
notations. The denotation of the ‘repeated’ notation -+ is the transitive-reflexive closure 
of the denotation of -+, i.e. ++ = +*. Similarly, the denotation of the ‘inverse’ notation 
t is the inverse of the denotation of 4, i.e. +- = -‘-I, and the denotation of the 
‘union with the inverse’ notation tf is the symmetric closure of the denotation of 
4, i.e. H = +- U -+. If a - b, then we say that a (+)rewrites to b, and the 
structure (a, +, b) is called a --step from a to b. A +-span [Sl, Section 6.31 is 
a pair ((a, -+, b), (a, +,c)), which we will usually write as b + a -+ c. A rewrite 
sequence is a (finite or infinite) sequence of rewrite steps, such that for successive 
steps the object to which the former rewrites is the same as the object from which the 
latter rewrites. 
Definition 2. We recapitulate some standard properties ARSs can have. 
(i) An ARS --+ has the triangle property, if for each a, there exists a step a + a*, 
such that if a + b, then b --f a*. 
(ii) An ARS + has the diamond property, if + ; + C ---f ; c. 
(iii) An ARS + is strongly conjuent, if + ; + C + ; *, where ; denotes relation 
composition. 
(iv) An ARS --t is confluent, if -M has the diamond property. 
(v) An ARS -+ is semi-conjuent, if + ; -B & ++ ; +. 
(vi) An ARS + is locally conjkent, if t ; + C -++ ; *. 
(vii) An ARS + commutes with an ARS +, if + ; -+* C u** ; +. 
An object is a (-+)-normal form if no rewrite steps are possible from it. An ARS 
is terminating if no infinite rewrite sequences are possible and it is complete if it is 
confluent as well. 
Except for the triangle property which was abstracted from [52, Lemma 3.2; 9, 
Definition 3.2.1.11, and semi-confluence due to Nipkow, the properties stem from [26]. 
Lemma 3. triangle + diamond ---r. strong conjluence * con$uence I semi- 
confiuence * local conjuence. Furthermore, none of the not-shown-implications 
between the properties holds. 
Note that the properties in the lemma are all preserved under taking the reflexive 
closure. The difficulty with proving confluence is the presence of transitive(-reflexive) 
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closures in its hypothesis *c ; -+. Since semi-confluence implies confluence (this is the 
so-called Strip Lemma [6, p. 2791) one of these closures can be removed. Ridding 
ourselves also from the other transitive closure is much harder, even impossible in 
general since confluence is not equivalent to local confluence, as witnessed by the 
abstract rewriting system c + b ++ a + d [24, p. 251 (obtained by condensating 
an infinite example in [50], due to Rosser). However, it is possible if we find some 
property P of rewrite sequences such that 
(i) P(a -3 b), for all steps a -+ b, 
(ii) if P(a ++ b) and b *t a + c, then there exists d such that b --H d + c and 
P(c -,, d). 
We then say that + is P-commuting. By an easy induction we get the following result. 
Lemma 4. Let + be an ARS, then --f is conjluent m --f is P-commuting jbr 
some P. 
Although the lemma shows that we have just a reformulation of confluence, we show 
that taking for P the property ‘is a development’ suffices for proving confluence of 
orthogonal rewriting systems. That choice will be the basis for our adaptations of the 
confluence by orthogonality method. 
2.1. Higher-order rewriting systems 
Rewriting systems are classified according to the structure the objects have. In higher- 
order rewriting systems the structures are i-terms, i.e. containing functional abstraction. 
Since any binding operation can in principle be defined in terms of functional abstrac- 
tion and an ordinary operation [ 14, p. 851, this can be (imprecisely) reformulated as: 
higher-order rewriting systems are rewriting systems containing bound variables. Typ- 
ical objects such systems can manipulate are Jix2dw, VX.~(X), and J.x.x. 
In the literature one can find many distinct notions of higher-order rewriting 
[32,29,40,28,.55,52,33,4, 191 varying as to which 3,-calculus and notation for it are 
employed and which restrictions are imposed on the form of the rewrite rules. A com- 
parison of those systems and a unified approach to them one can find in [44,42,45,48] 
and we refer the reader to these for motivation and details. Since here we are interested 
in presenting our proof methods, rather than in describing the general framework, we 
employ the concrete class of higher-order pattern rewriting systems (HRSs/PRSs) in- 
troduced in [40,37]. PRSs are rewriting systems which employ simply typed jb-calculus 
with pqa-conversion, and where left-hand sides of rewrite rules are restricted to the 
so-called patterns. We present PRSs in the style of [41,48]. 
Definition 5 (PRS). A pattern rewriting systems (PRS) is a pair (&,B) consisting 
of an alphabet d and a set 9 of rewrite rules. 
(i) We first define the objects of a PRS. Simple types are defined by the grammar: 
CJ ::= b 1 (T + c, for some set (b E) B of base types, e.g. booleans or natural numbers. 
A rewrite alphabet is a set denoted by (F, G E) d, the elements of which are called 
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function symbols such that to each function symbol F a unique simple type QF is 
associated. Preterms are objects s such that s: cr for some simple type 6, can be 
inferred from 
(sym) F: OF, for F E &, 
(var) x0: 0 for termvariables x, 
(app) s: 0 -+ r, t: c * s(t): z. 
(abs) s:r===+xU.s3: fJ + r. 
We use x, X, y, Y, . . . to range over term variables. Functional notation F(si , . . . , s,) 
is employed instead of applicative notation F(st). . .(s,) in case m > 1 (cf. [40]). 
Higher-order terms are obtained from the preterms by quotienting by the theory con- 
sisting of a, fl and g (that is, the theory Izq in [6]). To make terms concrete we use 
their fir-normal forms as representatives (unique up to a-conversion) of the equivalence 
classes. Here, the rewrite relations b and ?j are generated by the rules 
(x.s)(t) -‘/j s[x := t] 
s +tx.s(x) 
where yI is not allowed to create /3-redexes and x does not occur in s. The representative 
of a preterm s is denoted by sl. Notions for terms are obtained from notions for 
preterms by omitting the prefix ‘pre’ from the latter. 
(ii) A rewrite rule is a pair 2.1 4 2.r of closed terms (i.e. b+notmal forms) such 
that 
(a) 2 is a sequence of term variables, 
(b) I and r are terms of the same base type, 
(c) the first symbol or head of I is a function symbol, i.e. 1 is of the form 
F(si,. . . ,s,), for some function symbol F, 
(d) 1 is a pattern [35], i.e. every occurrence of an xk among x’ in 1 has only 
(representatives of) pairwise distinct variables not among x’ as arguments. The 
pattern is linear when each variable among x’ occurs exactly once in 1. 
In general, we will call a term 1 satisfying those conditions a pattern and we use 1 -+ r 
as a shorthand notation for the rule. 
A rewrite step in a PRS transforms one term to another one, by replacing some 
substructure by another one according to one of the rewrite rules. It is said to act on that 
substructure. Intuitively, when two rewrite steps act on disjoint substructures (such steps 
are also called well-separated, non-critical, consistent, compatible, non-ambiguous and 
non-overlapping in literature) these steps can be performed simultaneously, giving rise 
to so-called development steps. 
Definition 6 (PRS step). Let 2 be a PRS. For preterms C, SI,. . .,s,, we denote by 
c[S~,...,S,] the result of substituting sI,. . .,s, for the term variables o1 ,. . . ,a,, in 
3 We omit the usual I in abstractions. 
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C(o, will be abbreviated to 0). If s = def Cm and t =def C-1 for 
rewrite rules NI =def It i ri, . . ., N, =def I, --f r,, then there is a development 
prestep s - 
Cp] 
t and t is said to be obtained from s by contracting the de- 
velopment redex C-1. The development prestep induces the development step 
sl- c-N,,,1 
t I between terms. The ARS +e associated to the PRS X is the 
relation on terms obtained by requiring m to be one, and o to occur exactly once 
in C in a development prestep. Notions with this restriction are obtained from the 
corresponding ones without it, by omitting the word ‘development’. We use u, v, w to 
denote redexes, and identify them with their induced steps whenever convenient. 
Because of the restriction to patterns, the rewrite relation is decidable [35,40,46]. 
All first-order term rewriting systems (TRSs [15,31]), lambda calculi [6,7], as well as 
combinatory reduction systems (CRSs [32,33]), interaction systems (ISs [4,5]), and 
expression reduction systems (ERSs [29]) are naturally embeddable into PRSs (see 
[4W. 
Example 7. Consider a TRS having one rewrite rule 2 x x + x +x. This yields a PRS 
having alphabet 2: o, x, +: o + o -+ o and a rewrite rule N : X. x(2,X) + X.+(X,X), 
in shorthand notation x(2,X) + +(X,X). 
(i) An example of a development prestep for this rule is ~~(2,) ++ 
B’, 
-+(x,x)1(3) Since o(3) is in pq-normal form and o occurs once in it, the devel- 
opment prestep induces the step x (2,3) ---f +(3,3) as it should since this is a rewrite 
step in the TRS as well. 
(ii) Another example of a development prestep is (y. + (y,y))([x(2,3)) 
+++(Y,+~Y,Y~~~~3~~(y. + (y, y))(ml(3)). It induces the development step s - 
t between terms s =def +(x(2,3), x(2,3)) s (Y. + (y,y))([m(3)) I and 
t =def +((+)(3,3),(+)(3,3)) 5 (y. + (y,y))((X,k3))L. Note that it does not 
yield a step because (y. + (y,y))(o(3)) can be p-reduced to +(o”‘0(3),oO’“(3)), 
and although this latter term is in p+normal form o occurs twice in it so again does 
not yield a step. 
(iii) The development step s - z gives rise to two distinct serialisations: 
(a> s --) +(+(3,3 1, x(2,3)) - t, 
(b) s --f +(x(2,3), +(3,3)) + t. 
Note that ifs - 
C/-- 
t is a development step, s ++ Cl_1 
t is one as well, 
so there is no harm in imposing the restriction that C be a term. 
On the one hand, it is not obvious that no rewrite power is lost by restricting attention 
to steps instead of development steps, but as exemplified, every development step can 
be serialised. 
Lemma 8 (Serialisation). 4.8 C -.p C -H.X - 
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Proof. The first inclusion holds by definition. The second one was proven for our 
particular definition of development in [42, Proposition 3.1.22, 3.2.111, but is well- 
known from literature (cf. [6, Lemma 3.2.7; 47, Proposition 8; 39, Lemma 4.3; 52, 
Lemma 2.2; 48, Theorem 5.2.61). 0 
On the other hand, it is in general not true that any number of steps from some 
term can be parallelised, i.e. performed in one development step. In particular, this 
does not hold true when two steps act on the same substructure, e.g. the two possible 
steps from F arising from the rules F --+ G and F + H. It is said there is a critical pair 
between the two rules. However, assuming that steps are parallelisable, confluence can 
be proven. 
Definition 9 (Simultaneous). We say that 1 is a pattern (at C) in s, if 1 is a pattern, 
C and s are terms, and s is a representative of Cm. A set 11,. , .,I, of patterns (at 
Ci ,. .,C,) in s is said to be simultaneous (at C), if C is a term such that Ck is a 
representative of C 11,. . . , lk_l,n,lk+l,. ,I,,, , for each 1 d k d m. We use #, ‘V, 
“/V to range over both sets of simultaneous redexes and their induced development 
steps. 
Observe that simultaneity is closed under taking subsets, 
Theorem 10 (Triangle). Let 2 be a left-linear PRS. 
(i) Let s -‘I/ s* for some set of simultaneous redexes in s. If s -ws t for 
V C 42, then t - s*. 
(ii) If every set of redexes is simultaneous, then +++K has the triangle property 
and 2 is confluent. 
Proof. (i) This is implied by the Prism Theorem (introduced in [27] for the case of 
lambda calculus with the beta-rule) by simply forgetting about the extra dimension of 
residuals. The Prism Theorem itself is implied by the Finite Developments Theorem 
which was shown to hold for PRSs in [45, Lemma 3.81. (For alternative proofs of the 
latter theorem for higher-order rewriting formats close to PRSs, see [32,30,34].) 
(ii) Define for a term s, s* as the term obtained by contracting the (development 
redex associated to the) set of all redexes in s. This set is simultaneous by assumption 
and since it contains any other set of redexes in s, +e has the triangle property 
by the first item. Confluence of X is a direct consequence of Lemmata 3 and 8 as 
usual. 0 
The class of orthogonal PRSs as introduced in [39, Definition 3.101, extending 
definitions for TRSs (cf. [15,31]) and for CRSs (cf. [32,47]), derives its importance 
from the fact that sets of redexes are always parallelisable for rewriting systems in this 
class. 
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Definition 11 (Orthogonal). A PRS X? is orthogonal, if 
(i) it is left-linear, that is, all left-hand sides of rules are linear patterns, and 
(ii) it has no critical pairs, which are defined as follows. 
(a) A way of interference between two rewrite rules 1 + r and g --+ d is a 
span t +- 
C( .15- %(y--‘dl 
r of PRS steps, such that for some pattern p (a 
substructure both steps act on) at C’ in 1 and at D’ in g, it holds that C’ at 
C and D’ at D are patterns in the same term. 
(b) A span t’ cc/= s’ tD,= r’ is more general than t hCm 
s +Dm 
r if s’ is at E in s, and C’ in C and D’ in D are both 
at E. 
(c) A span t + 
cm s +Dry 
r (and also its associated pair (t,r)) is called 
critical, if it is a most general way of interference between two rules. In order 
to make our definition coincide with the ones found in rewriting literature, 
the perfect symmetry in this notion has to be removed and to that end we 
require o to be the head of D. In case o is the head of C as well, we speak 
of an overlay (interference at the root). 
A weakly orthogonal PRS is a left-linear PRS such that all critical pairs are trivial, 
i.e. left- and right components of critical pairs are identical. 
Our definition of critical pair looks rather different from the ones in [40,37, Defini- 
tion 4.11. The present equivalent definition was adapted from [42, Definition 3.2.321, 
borrowing from [51]. Because of the restriction to patterns, critical pairs can be com- 
puted [35,40,46]. The natural embeddings in [48] from TRSs, CRSs, ISs and ERSs 
into PRSs all preserve orthogonality and we have the following result [42, Proposition 
3.1.49, 3.2.251. 
Theorem 12 (Simultaneity). In an orthogonal PRS, sets of redexes are simultaneous. 
3. Beta-Eta-Omega 
In this section we present a first adaptation of the confluence by orthogonality 
method, to the rewriting system &?X’O (see [6, Section 15.21). The function sym- 
bols of ~820 are app: o -+ (o + o), abs: (o + o) + o and 0: o. Lambda Omega terms 
are terms over this alphabet defined by the grammar: 
s ::= Q 1 x 1 app(s,s) ) abs(x.s) 
such that all variables are of basetype. Rewrite rules are the usual beta and eta, and 
Omega which collapses all unsolvable lambda terms to a unique representative 52. (A 
lambda term s is unsolvable [6, Definition 8.3.11 if the equation app(s,T) ++ifeta,eta I is 
unsolvable in 2, where app(s,T) and I are abbreviations for app(. . . app(s,Xt ) . . . ,X,) 
and abs(X X).) 
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am(aWx.W)), Y) -‘beta X(Y) 
aWx.appKx)) +eta X 
X -‘~,-,,~o~ Q , if X is unsolvable and X $ 52 
Remark 13. This is not completely accurate since the left-hand side of the Omega- 
rule is not a pattern, so the system is not a PRS. This is only a technical complication, 
because one can introduce a ‘marker’ symbol U: o -+ o into the alphabet and then the 
fact that some term s is unsolvable can be reflected syntactically by writing it as U(s). 
For this to work it is essential that the condition on the rewrite rule (unsolvability) is 
closed under rewriting (cf. [52]), which it is [6, Lemma 15.2.41. 
Although C3Z”co is clearly not orthogonal, it does actually satisfy the triangle prop- 
erty, i.e. one can identify a (non-unique) maximal set of simultaneous redexes in every 
term. We do not show this, but the construction below is based on it. 
Theorem 14 (Barendregt [6, Theorem 15.2.15(ii)]). &J%oc-” is conjIuent. 
Proof. First remark that the condition x $ 52 in the Omega rule does not matter 
for confluence so can be safely omitted. We show that + is P-commuting for P =def 
is a development, so consider a set Q of simultaneous redexes in s and any step s -fC t. 
We distinguish cases according to the relative positions of v and a. First remark that 
we may assume that no step in % is inside some Omega step in %, since these steps 
will we erased anyway. 
(i) If @ U { } u IS simultaneous, then the first part of Theorem 10 can be applied to 
s -4t/+!/“{U} s*. 
(ii) If v is a beta or eta step and interferes with some eta or beta step u E %, then 
we observe that the critical pairs 
app(X y ) 
/eta 
w(aWx.wGCx)), Y> 
\beta 
wK Y) 
abs(x .X(x)) 
/beta 
abs(x.app(abs(y.X(y)),x)) 
\eta 
abs(y.X(y)) 
between these rules are trivial, hence s +,, t must hold as well, and switching attention 
to u2/ and u, we can proceed as in the previous case. 
(iii) If there is an overlap between v and some step u in %, where one is a beta 
or eta and the other an Omega step, it must arise from one of the following critical 
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pairs, where we have indicated that these critical pairs are confluent. (Note that both 
app(S2, Y) and abs(x.S2) are unsolvable.) 
app(-Q, Y) 
/Omega \Omega 
app(aWx.X), Y> +Omega a 
\beta /Omega 
X(Y) 
abs(x.Q) 
/Omega \Omega 
abs(x.app(Xx)) +Omega sz 
\eta /Omega 
x 
Call the corresponding horizontal Omega step w. Consider @ U {w}. The only way 
in which this set can be not simultaneous, is if some eta or beta step in % interferes 
with the beta or eta step among {u,u}. It cannot be u by simultaneity of %, but it 
cannot be v either, since then we would have been in the previous case. We conclude 
that %! U {w} is simultaneous, and by the remark made, we end up in the first case. 
0 
From confluence of this calculus, it follows that identifying all unsolvable (undefined) 
terms in lambda beta eta calculus preserves consistency. 
4. Expansion 
In the last few years, in several papers the point of view has been taken that the 
extensional equations in typed lambda calculi should be taken as expansion rules rather 
than as reduction rules. For example, instead of the eta reduction rule 
abs(x.app(Xx)) +etaX 
one prefers to have its inverse, the eta expansion rule 
x+ eta-l aWx.app(Xx)) 
The reason to prefer expansions over reductions is simple: for deciding equality in 
a theory, one tries to implement equality by a complete rewrite systems, and imple- 
menting the eta rule as a reduction rule was found to lead (when combined with other 
rules) to non-confluent systems. On the other hand, expansion rules like eta expansion 
obviously give rise to infinite rewrite sequences. The solution to regain termination 
consists in imposing the restriction 
no beta-redexes may be created by eta-expansion 
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on the eta-’ 
- 
-rule, the result of which is denoted by eta. As noted in [12], a somewhat 
remarkable fact is that just disallowing the creation of beta entails termination in the 
simply typed case. Here we will not be concerned with matters of termination, and re- 
strict attention to proving confluence for typed lambda calculi with expansion rules. We 
present the proof method by the example of the calculus from [3]. However, our reason- 
ing pertains to many lambda calculi with expansion rules (e.g. [36,3, 12, 17,16,18]). 
The alphabet of the calculus consists of app, abs as before, 7~: o + o ---) o, ~1: o --+ o, 
7~~: o -+ o and *: o. Rewriting will be on a subset of the set of all terms over the 
alphabet. Types (not to be confused with the simple types employed for the syntax of 
PRSs! ) are generated by the grammar 
A::=TIA>AIAxA 
Typed terms are terms which are typable by the following inference system. 
(i) *: T, 
(ii) x: A, s: B 6 abs(x.s): A > B, 
(iii) s: A > B, t: A ==+ app(s, t): B, 
(iv) s:A, t: B + n(s,t):A x B, 
(v) s: A x B ===+ z,(s): A, Q(S): B. 
The rewrite rules of the calculus are 
w(abs(x.W)), Y> -‘beta X(Y) 
x--t eta-l abs(x.app(Xx)) 
x1(4X, Y>> +pil X 
~2C4-K Y)) +pi2 Y 
x *pi-’ n(zl(x), n2(x)) 
x-+ tau-’ * 
Remark 15. As in the previous section, not all the left-hand sides of the rules are 
patterns. In particular, left-hand sides of expansion rules are not. Whether an expansion 
rule can be applied to a term is only determined by its type, in other words, by the 
type of the edge leading to the term in its tree representation. Again this is only a 
technical complication, because one can introduce for every type A, a unary symbol 
A: o + o in the syntax, and write A(s) to represent the fact that s is a term of type A. 
This works since types are preserved under rewriting (the subject reduction property). 
The rules are classified into a set of reduction rules 9 =def {beta, pi,, pi*} and a 
set of expansion rules d =def {eta-‘,pi-‘,tau-’ }. Reduction steps can be thought 
of as eliminating a so-called destructor-constructor pair (in the logical meaning, i.e. 
corresponding to introduction and elimination for the type) in a term. Schematically, 
-d-c- -+g -. Terms constructed from abs (i.e. having abs as head symbol) can be 
destructed by infinitely many app-terms. Terms constructed from pi can be destructed 
by either a pi, or a pi*. * cannot be destructed. Similarly, expansion rules can be 
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thought of as inserting a so-called constructor-destructor(s) pair at some edge in the 
tree representation of a term. Schematically, - -8 -c-d- (the tau-’ rule creates no 
destructor and the pi-’ rule creates two destructors). Trivial rewrite cycles would 
therefore arise from expansion in the following situations: 
(i) If the subterm at the insertion point was already in constructor format. Schemat- 
ically, -c -+d -c, or -c- -+r: -c-d-c- 4.9 -c-. 
(ii) If in the original term, a destructor was applied to the insertion point. Schemat- 
ically, -d- -+g -d-c-d- i.8 -d-. 
These situations can be avoided by imposing on the rules in 8 the condition 
A rule in & may only be applied if it does not create an 9%redex and it is not 
the identity. 
giving rise to the set of restricted expansion rules 2 =def {ZG,pi,tau}. Now we 
can state the confluence result. 
Theorem 16. LA? U 2 is confluent. 
Proof. Confluence of the system 957 U z can be reduced to confluence of 9 and 2 
separately by the Lemma of Hindley-Rosen [31], once it is known that W commutes 
with 5. Confluence of 92 and 2 separately are well-known on the one hand and easily 
checked on the other (orthogonality applies in both cases), so we do not elaborate on 
it but concentrate on commutation instead. The problem with showing commutation 
of W and 2 is that restricted expansion rules are, well, restricted (context-sensitive) 
and the usual ways to prove commutation are geared to unrestricted (context-free) 
rules. This problem was tackled in different ways by different authors, which we will 
comment on shortly. We solve it, by showing 9%’ to be ?s-commuting for P(d) =def d 
is a development of a set of z-redexes (in the obvious ‘commutation’-version of this 
notion). In order to prove commutation of restricted expansion and reduction, one needs 
to study how they interact. First note that the unrestricted expansion rules together with 
the reduction rules form an orthogonal PRS, so 9 is found to be P-commuting for 
P(d) = def d is a development of a set of b-redexes, i.e. 
t-gs+gr&t-dp’cggr 
Since z-redexes are special cases of b-redexes we have 
The only nasty point about the interaction between restricted expansion and reduction 
steps is the fact that the latter can destroy the former, that is, the development of 
expansion steps from r to p’ may contain some expansion steps which are not restricted. 
The reason is that a (residual 4 of a) restricted expansion step might not be allowed 
4 The notion of residual is the standard one since [I 11. 
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anymore after an W-step due to its context-sensitivity (see Example 18). However, the 
unrestricted commutation can easily be transformed into the restricted commutation 
To see this, observe that the unrestricted expansion from r to p’ can be partitioned into 
a restricted expansion of maximal length to some term p followed by an unrestricted 
expansion to p’: r ++x p ++6 p’. We argue that this sequence can actually be chosen 
such that r -2 p *cg p’. First, the g-step from s to r may cause residuals of 
distinct expansions in s to be the ‘on the same edge’ in r, e.g. if x,X: o --+ o, then the 
residuals of the steps expanding x and X, after the step app(abs(x.x),X) +beta X are 
both expansion steps of X. Schematically these residuals are situated as: -x - X-. 
To construct the restricted development from r we can select to develop just one of 
them, since its expansion will surely violate the restriction of the others. Schematically: 
expanding x yields -c-d-X-, where X cannot be expanded because of the destructor, 
and expanding X yields -x - c - d-, where x cannot be expanded because of the 
constructor. Note that the redexes selected in this way are (and stay) simultaneous 
during their development. Second, note that residuals of expansion steps violating the 
restriction, still violate the restriction so all the steps from p to p’ do so. Because of 
the violation, for each step there must be zero or one 9%steps in the reverse direction. 
Remark 17. The proof is purely syntactical, i.e. it also works for non-typable terms. 
Example 18. In the case of eta and beta, violation of the restriction for the residual 
of an 35 step after a beta-step can happen in three ways, corresponding to the three 
ways in which redexes can be created by beta-contraction. 
(i) app(abs(x.x),abs(y.y)) -+x app(abs(x.abs(z.app(x,z))),abs(y.y)) expand- 
ing x, is destroyed by app(abs(x.x),abs(y.y)) -)heta abs(y.y). 
(ii) app(abs(x.x), abs(y.y)) -‘z abs(z. app(app(abs(x.x), abs(y.y)),z)) expand- 
ing the initial term, is destroyed by app(abs(x.x), abs(y. y)) +beta abs(y. y). 
(iii) app(aba(x.app(x, Y))J) -‘eta w(aWx.appk Y)), aWy.w(X Y))) ex- 
panding X, is destroyed by app(abs(x.app(x, Y)),X) -Suera app(X, Y). 
4.1. Related work on expansions 
There is a lot of active research going on in the field of lambda calculi with ex- 
pansion rules, especially regarding termination for expansional systems beyond system 
F [21]. For this reason we will only briefly indicate the relationship of our method to 
others. 
Our proof of confluence is very close to the (earlier) one by &bric presented in [ 121. 
The (technical) difference is that there minimal developments are employed to show 
commutation [12, Lemma 4.71, whereas we employ developments. It is mainly a matter 
of taste which one prefers. 
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Di Cosmo and Kesner employ a completely different technique to show commutation 
of restricted expansions and reduction in [ 171. They show that W is P-commuting for 
P(d) =def d is a restricted expansion to ??-normal form. In order to show this, they 
provide a definition of the expansion normal form of an arbitrary term, by induction 
on the structure of a term. The necessary properties are then shown by induction. 
Akama proves completeness of Mints’ system using the following lemma [3, Lemma 
41: 
Lemma 19. If 2 and 9 are both complete rewriting systems and 
a +JA b * a-13+$ b.l, 
then 2 U 93 is complete (al, denotes the z-normal form of a). 
This lemma and Akama’s completeness proof are closer to the method of Di Cosmo 
and Kesner, sketched in the previous paragraph, than to a proof by (minimal) devel- 
opments. We prefer the latter as it gives more refined results. 
Di Cosmo and Piperno [ 181 have introduced a method to prove completeness of 
lambda calculi with expansion rules based on the following commutation lemma (cf. 
[20, P. 471). 
Lemma 20. Let -+] and --q be ARSs. Zf -fl is terminating and 
holds, then +I and -9 commute. 
After establishing termination, the lemma is used to reduce confluence to local con- 
fluence. Since this lemma is based on termination, and our results are based on orthog- 
onality, the methods are incomparable in general. However, the confluence results in 
the papers mentioned can be obtained directly by applying the method presented here. 
For modularity questions, like whether the combination of an expansional lambda 
calculus with some (left-linear) confluent TRS is confluent again, we can sometimes 
apply the result from [45, Theorem 3.131, stating that the union of two left-linear 
confluent PRSs whose rules are mutually orthogonal, is confluent. E.g. the left-linear 
rule for unbounded recursion 
fix +fix abs(x.app(x,app(fix,x))) 
where fix is a fresh constant (for every type A), is confluent on its own (it is an 
orthogonal PRS) so its combination with a left-linear confluent TRS and with lambda 
calculi (without expansion rules) is confluent by that result (cf. [16, Theorem 4.81). 
In order to check that confluence holds also with the expansional rules, the following 
lemma can be put to use. 
Lemma 21 (Request lemma, Rosen [49]). Let --f =def +I U -9. Zf +I and -9 are 
confluent and ++I ; -9 C H;; ++I then -+ is conjuent. 
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Taking +I =def +fix and +2 the rewrite relation of the other (left-linear) rules, 
the diagram of the lemma is proved like commutation before: fix commutes with the 
rewriting system with unrestricted expansions (they are orthogonal to each other); if 
expansions are restricted then some of the expansions have to be replaced by reductions 
in the reverse direction. This proves that the combination of a confluent left-linear term 
rewriting system, with a lambda calculus with both reduction and expansion rules, and 
with unbounded recursion, is confluent [16, Theorem 4.111. 
We hope that the method presented in this section is flexible enough to be of general 
usage for proving confluence of lambda calculi with expansional rules. 
5. Development closed 
In this section we present the third adaptation of the confluence by orthogonality 
method. We show that left-linear development closed PRSs, i.e. PRSs such that s -e+ 
t, for every critical pair (s, t) (see the right-hand side of Fig. l), are confluent. The 
precursor of this result is [26, Lemma 3.31, stating that left-linear parallel closed TRSs, 
i.e. PRSs such that s + t, for every critical pair (s, t) (see the left-hand side of Fig. 1 ), 
are confluent, where s X, t expresses that s rewrites to t by contraction of redexes at 
disjoint positions. 
The proof of [26, Lemma 3.31 works by showing that X, has the diamond property 
for parallel closed systems. Since for orthogonal TRSs + does not have the triangle 
property, ’ and for orthogonal PRSs even the diamond property fails, -# has to be 
abandoned to have any hope on generalising the result to higher-order rewriting. 
5.1. Huet 
Lemma 22. Let 2 be a left-linear development closed PRS, then -e+ bus the dia- 
mond property. 
Proof. The structure of the proof is the same as Huet’s and we refer to [41] for a de- 
tailed technical account of it. 6 Here we will be content with presenting the underlying 
idea. First, how difficult it is to prove the diamond property for a given development 
span t -7 s -s-+~& r can be measured by the ‘amount of interference’ between the 
sets “11 and V. This is just the number of function symbols in s which steps from both 
sets act on. (Note that since % (Y) is simultaneous, every function symbol in s can 
be acted upon by at most one step from G? (V).) 
(i) If this amount is nought, %!U”f is a set of simultaneous redexes and the diamond 
property is a trivial consequence of Theorem 10. 
5 For that reason we prefer - to +. 
‘jThe proof needs the notion of descendant which is easy to understand on an intuitive level, but hard to 
fonnalise (cf. [27]). 
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Fig. I. Parallel closed and development closed 
(ii) If the amount is not nought, we will transform the span between the terms t and 
Y into another span t - p 1 s’ -01 Y between the same two terms, which has less 
interference. Consider among all the interfering steps between V and % an innermost 
one, say (wlog) v E V and s dc t’. Because we are dealing with terms, there exists 
a unique step u E % and s jU r’ interfering with II. By assumption all critical pairs 
are development closed, so there exists a simultaneous set C of redexes, such that 
t’ -c 7’. 
Claim 23. Let s’ =def t’, -Y-l be the residuals of Y after v ( VJv in the jigure), and let 
4Y’ be the union of C with the residuals of W after v (C + (U - u)/v in the jigure), 
where W =def @ - {u}. Then t +G f 1 s’ +-+p r, v’ and %’ are simultaneous 
sets of redexes and the diamond property for the spun has become less d#ic.ult. (see 
Fig. 2). 
The formal proof of the claim needs some sophisticated manipulation with descen- 
dants ([41, Lemma 12]), but the intuition is simple: an ‘innermost’ critical span c~;+~ 
is ‘replaced’ by a development step +++c, yielding t ++f J s’ SC r’ +-+y_{U) r. 
Since u was the only step in uz1 which interfered with v, steps in C must be simultane- 
ous with (the residuals after v of) the steps in @ - {u} and this yields the development 
span t +c+ p, s’ -et r. To prove that the span has become 
that by innermostness of v, the amount of interference can 
only for the steps in V interfering with u, and that it has 
step v. 0 
From Lemmata 3 and 8 we have: 
less difficult, one observes 
have changed (decreased) 
actually decreased for the 
Corollary 24. Let &? be a left-linear development closed PRS, then ~9 is conjluent. 
Let us remark that Corollary 24 does extend the result that weakly orthogonal PRSs 
are confluent [45], but the proof here uses the term structure in an essential way. 
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Fig. 2. Proof of the claim (only patterns of steps having overlap with u are shown) 
Example 25, Consider the following variant from [37, Example 4.91 of the lambda 
calculus of [6, Definition 14.3.11. To the lambda calculus with beta and eta rule, a 
constant I: o representing the completely undefined term, is added, together with the 
two rewrite rules 
This system has (on top of the trivial ones between beta and eta) two critical spans: 
abs(x.1) app(L y) 
/laPP /labs 
aWx.app(Lx)) llabs app(aWx .I>, Y 1 llaPP 
\eta \beta 
l_ I 
both of which are development closed, hence this PRS is confluent by Corollary 24. 
The next example shows that by weakening orthogonality to development closedness, 
the proof invariant for confluence had to be weakened from the triangle to the diamond 
property. 
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Remark 26. Consider the following TRS adapted from [48, pp. 158, 1591. 
A + A’ 
A’ + H(A) 
G(X) + G’(X) 
G’(X) + H(G(X)) 
F(G(A)) + F(G(H(A))) 
It has two development (even parallel) closed critical pairs: 
F(G(A’)) F(G’(A)) 
/” /” 
F(G(A)) 1 F(G(A)) L 
\ \ 
F(W-I(A))) F(W(A))) 
One easily checks that starting from the term F(G(A)), - does not have the triangle 
property (consider all five possible developments). 
5.2. Toyama 
The main result of [54] is an improvement of the result of the previous subsection 
by weakening the condition on a critical pair (s, t) in case of overlay to the existence 
of a term Y such that s St, r + t. Analogous to the above extension, this result can 
be extended to only requiring s ++ r *c t in case of overlay. 
Obviously, the diamond propery will fail to hold in general, and we have to weaken 
our proof invariant further to strong confluence. 
Lemma 27. Let 29 be a left-linear almost development closed PRS, that is, 
(i) s - t, or 
(ii) (s, t) is an overlay critical pair and s +-+ ; *c t, 
for every critical pair (s, t); then - is strongly confluent. 
Proof. The proof is a modification of the proof of Lemma 22, now showing that 
every development span can be made into a strong confluence diagram, instead of a 
diamond. Again we explain only the idea and refer the reader to [41, Lemma 141 
for the details. The idea is not to take symbols taking part in overlays between the 
development steps into account, for the amount of interference. This changes nothing 
in the second (induction) part of the proof of Lemma 22. The base case has become 
more difficult now, since we are possibly left with a number of overlays between the 
sets of redexes in the development span. Strong confluence can be proven in that case, 
by induction on the size of %! in the span t +e-y, s -4 r, making use of the fact 
that taking an innermost step u E % decreases the size. q 
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From Lemmata 3 and 8 we have: 
Corollary 28. Let 2 be a left-linear almost development closed PRS, then 2 is 
conjluent. 
Thus we are generalising Toyama’s [54, Corollary 3.21 results. Alas, except for 
rewriting systems which are already weakly orthogonal, there do not seem to be (m)any 
natural almost development closed PRSs. 
Example 29. Confluence of the following rewriting systems is a consequence of Corol- 
lary 28. 
(i) Consider the (non-orthogonal, non-terminating, non-right-linear) (and non-natural) 
TRS having rules 
A -+ G(B) 
A + H(K) 
G(X) 4 WJ) 
H(X) -+ P(XX) 
B-+A 
K-+A 
There are two overlay critical pairs, and almost development closedness for both of 
them is checked by 
G(B) 
/ h. 
A P(A, A) 
\ a” 
H(K) 
(ii) Consider the TRS having rules 
+(X,0)--f 0 
+(0,X) ---) 0 
+(qm, y> --+ %+(x, y>> 
+(Y, SW) + sc+GK Y)) 
One easily checks that all critical pairs are overlays and satisfy the second clause of 
the definition of almost development closedness. 
(iii) An example to which the corollary also applies (but not immediately since 
the system is not a PRS because the pattern condition is violated) is formed by the 
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following definitional expansion rules: 
w(aWx.X(x,x)), Y> 4~2 app(abs(x.X(x, Y)), Y) 
app(aWx.X), Y> -‘AO A’ 
In a more human-friendly format these rules read 
let x = Y in X(x,x) +42 let x = Y in X(x, Y) 
let x = Y in X--+doX 
The first rule allows to expand some abbreviations x to their definition Y in the text X, 
e.g. let x = 2 in x x x =” x Sx +42 let x = 2 . In x x 2 =? 2 + x. This step is possible, 
because by writing X(x,x) we specify that when applying this rule, each of the x’s 
may refer to arbitrarily many occurrences of x in X. ’ The second rule allows to 
forget the fact that x is an abbreviation for Y, when it is not used in X anyway, e.g. 
let x = 2 in 1 + 28 442 1 + 28. Note that since X does not have x as argument, this 
rule is not applicable when x occurs in X, just like in the eta rule. All critical pairs 
are clearly overlays, and the only interesting overlay is between A2 and itself (in a 
proper PRS an overlay critical pair between a rule and itself is always trivial), where 
one step expands some occurrences of an abbreviation and the other step some others. 
Observing that one can expand the union of these two sets is sufficient to yield almost 
development closedness. 
6. Conclusion 
We have presented three adaptations of the confluence by orthogonality method. We 
have shown how these, mostly minor, modifications can lead to confluence results for 
rewriting systems which are sufficiently close to orthogonal rewriting systems. Further 
variations are certainly possible. For one, we have performed our work in a more 
general setting (see [43,48]) making methods available not only to (first- and higher- 
order) term rewriting systems, but also to net and graph rewriting systems. The first 
goal is then to get a confluence by orthogonality result and once this is established, 
one can vary on the proof method again. For example, we would like to establish 
confluence results for e.g. weakly orthogonal graph rewriting systems, or development 
closed term graph rewriting systems. 
Also many variations on the theme of ‘confluence via conditions on critical pairs’ 
are possible, e.g. for first-order TRSs, confluence results have been obtained [53,23] 
for TRSs satisfying certain closure conditions on parallel critical pairs, where most 
general ways of interference between one left-hand side and a number of parallel re- 
dexes (instead of just one) are considered. A natural extension is then to consider 
7 It is not possible to specify a rewrite rule which only allows to expand one abbreviation at a time. For 
this, types more expressive than simple types are needed, e.g. linear logic formulae. 
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simultaneous critical pairs, i.e. most general ways of interference between left-hand 
sides and sets of simultaneous redexes. Still other variations would arise from look- 
ing at PRSs having partial development closed (as suggested by Aart Middeldorp) or 
superdeoeloprnent closed critical pairs. (A partial development is a prefix of a seriali- 
sation of a development, and a superdevelopment is a rewrite sequence in which only 
‘upward created’ redexes may be contracted [47].) 
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